PERFORMANCE SPECTRUM
FIRE DETECTORS
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THE PERFECT
SOLUTION
FOR EVERY
APPLICATION

This brochure illustrates our full range of fire detectors.
From optical and thermal fire detectors through to complex multi-sensor detectors. They all have one thing in
common: Every product and service that we create is
always made with the user in mind.

We are continually challenging ourselves in every work
aspect, as to how we can make our solutions even safer,
in order to provide perfect protection for people and their
assets.
The illustrated detectors use state-of-the-art technology
and are scalable to almost any degree. Are you already
planning an office building with hundreds of detectors?
Do you need to provide fire protection for a warehouse?
No problem, our fire protection solutions can be tailored
exactly for the intended property. The Loop 3000 provides
you with a comprehensive system for fast and reliable fire
detection, alarm sounding and operation. Our products
represent reliable and quick fire detection, high user-friendliness and low maintenance costs.
Our experience ensures that we are a proven and reliable
partner and you are in good hands with us. Because in addition to sophisticated products and intelligent solutions, we
can offer you a comprehensive service to match. Today and
in the future.

Mike Bohl
Director Sales, Detectomat
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OVERVIEW
FIRE DETECTORS
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Humitec

Fusion

BENEFIT
Fast fire detection
Reduced fire warning time
Minimal harm to people and buildings

High user convenience
Adaptable to various burning characteristics
Simple design, installation, low liability risk

Maximum reliability
No false alarms, constant monitoring mode
High user confidence

Easy servicing
Easy reading of values and parameters
High durability and reduced service requirements

EXPERTS
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PL 3300 OTi
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CONUS PL and CONUS CT
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THE GENERALISTS FOR ALMOST EVERY
APPLICATION

Whether in the hotel business, industry or public buildings – our detector product category covers a wide
range of applications. The PL 3300 O optical detector, for
example, can be used in areas where no operational air
turbidity occurs. This includes such diverse buildings as
offices, hotels and short-stay accommodation, hospitals,
sales outlets, museums, train stations and airports.

It’s no coincidence that optical smoke detectors are the most frequently used automatic fire detectors. Because they have distinct advantages: They react extremely
quickly to smouldering plastic, open fires and flames from flammable liquid emissions.
The thermal detectors operate through a thermal measuring unit. They will either
sound their alarm upon exceeding a certain threshold or according to the principle of
temperature change. That means, the alarm sounds if the temperature varies within
a certain timeframe. In this way, thermal detectors recognise and signal flames at a
very early stage, even in challenging environmental conditions.
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CT 3000 O
OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR

The CT 3000 O is an optical smoke detector for conventional systems with an optical measurement
method for earliest fire detection and indication according to EN 54-7.

Overview of functions of CT 3000 O:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system with
highest reliability
Secure alarm verification thanks to triple measurement
and intelligent logic
Intelligent evaluation and suppression mode for
disturbance variables to prevent false alarms
Periodic sensor test
Alarm output to activate a remote detector indicator
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings
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CT 3000 T
THERMAL DETECTOR

The CT 3000 T is a heat detector with fixed and rate of rise temperature settings for conventional
systems for earliest fire detection and indication in all environments with difficult ambient conditions according to EN 54-5 class A1.
Overview of functions of CT 3000 T:
Thermal measurement unit that evaluates by differential and maximum methods as per EN 54-5 Class A1
Periodic sensor test
Alarm output to activate a remote detector indicator
Visual alarm display by red LED
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings
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PL 3300 O
OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR

The PL 3300 O is an optical smoke detector for the Loop 3000 system for early fire detection and
signalling. It uses two optical transmitter diodes conforming to EN 54-7, one for the smoke measurement path and one for the contamination measurement path. A bidirectional isolator conforming
to EN 54-17 is built in.
Overview of functions of PL 3300 O:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system with
highest reliability
Detects contamination on a separate, independent
measurement path
Detector sensitivity levels can be set to adjust automatically or freely programmed
System monitoring for the measurement chamber
signal and the Loop 3000 electronics, hence
maximum intelligence in evaluation
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings
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PL 3300 T
THERMAL DETECTOR

The PL 3300 T is a thermal alarm with differential and maximum response behaviour for the Loop
3000. To detect fires at an early stage even in difficult environmental conditions and to signal them,
the PL 3300 T uses two thermal measurement points as per EN 54-5. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17 is built in.
Overview of functions of PL 3300 T:
Thermal alarms approved under EN 54-5 in temperature classes
A1R, A1S (A1) und A2R, A2S (A2)
The detector can be used separately as a maximum detector (static
--> A1S, A2S) or as a differential detector with a maximum threshold
(differential and static --> A1R, A2R) via the freely programmable or
automatically adjustable sensitivity settings on the central fire
alarm system
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Alarm output to activate a remote detector indicator
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings
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THE EXPERTS WHEN YOU’RE FACED
WITH RISING DEMANDS

Sometimes the spatial conditions for using fire detectors
are extremely complex. Detectomat’s product portfolio
also includes appropriate solutions for these situations.
Let’s look at the PL 3300 OT. It’s a great option for when
you need to change from smoke monitoring to temperature monitoring. For example, companies where dust
is created during the day and which need to monitor for
smoke overnight.

The PL 3300 COBT can be used in large and, above all, high-ceiling areas such as wood
and plastics warehouses. In these areas, a fire can quickly start with a build-up of smoke or heat and this leads to turbulence and a concentration of carbon monoxide.
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PL 3300 OT
OPTICAL AND THERMAL MULTI SENSOR DETECTOR

The PL 3300 OT is an intelligent optical-thermal multi-sensor detector for the Loop 3000 system. It
uses two optical and two thermal sensors conforming to DIN EN 54-5/-7 to detect and signal fires at
a very early stage. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17 is built in.

These detectors feature high-precision sensors with fast response to
determine the temperature. The sensitivity levels can be freely programmed to suit specific applications. These alarms offer the highest
operational reliability thanks to intelligent evaluation of the measurement chamber signal. Real sensor tests are also carried out periodically
to check correct functioning

Overview of functions of PL 3300 OT:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system with
highest reliability
Thermal alarms approved under EN 54-5 in temperature
classes A1R, A1S (A1) und A2R, A2S (A2)
Contamination is also measured precisely on a separate,
independent measurement path
Detector sensitivity levels can be set to adjust automatically or freely programmed
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Application area:
Closed underground car parks, hotel rooms, canteens,
dusty or humid environments
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PL 3300 COBT
OPTICAL AND THERMAL MULTI SENSOR DETECTOR CO

The PL 3300 COBT is an intelligent multi-sensor detector for Loop 3000 to detect fires at an early
stage even in difficult environmental conditions and to signal them. It uses its special sensors to
measure carbon monoxide and combines this with two EN 54-5-compliant thermal sensors. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17 is built in.

This detector is particularly suitable for detecting smouldering fires, in
which relatively little heat is produced, at an early stage. In normal operation the PL 3300 COBT also continuously monitors the two parameters of temperature and CO concentration. Typical areas of use include
the monitoring of cable shafts and sawmills.

Overview of functions of PL 3300 COBT:
Alarm evaluation with professional CO sensors
Independent carbon monoxide measurement with 2
alarm thresholds: Pre-alarm: 30 ppm in 15 min, Alarm:
60 ppm in 60 min.
Built-in acoustic transducer for CO pre-alarm and CO
main alarm
High operational reliability: the thermal sensor and the
CO sensor operate in parallel redundancy
Integral heat measurement with differential method
and maximum value in conformity with EN 54-5 1A
Application area:
Rooms with dust and dirt, industry sectors
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THE ALL-ROUNDER WHEN THINGS
GET DIFFICULT

The OTi detector range is the all-round fire detector;
especially when designers and builders are faced with
complex specifications under difficult conditions; or with
special legal requirements or object-specific fire protection requirements such as those for prisons, residential
homes and all buildings with special evacuation and
safety regulations.

Intelligent optical-thermal multi-sensor detectors are the perfect choice for the early
and reliable detection of flames, even in challenging environmental conditions.
The multi-sensor technology makes the detectors insensitive to disturbances. At
the same time, they are particularly sensitive. The multi-sensor technology analyses
different light spectrums and correlates the results algorithmically with one another.
This allows flames to be detected at an early stage. The technology even detects
pollution or condensation and assimilates it accordingly. This minimises false alarms.
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PL 3300 OTi
MULTI-SENSOR DETECTOR

The PL 3300 OTi is an intelligent optical-thermal multi-sensor detector for Loop 3000. Featuring two
optical and two thermal sensors, it detects and signals fires at an early stage. Even under difficult conditions. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17 is built in. The PL 3300 OTi is certified to EN54
-5, 7, 17 and 29.

Overview of functions of PL 3300 OTi:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system with
highest reliability plus two thermal measurement
points to EN 54-29
Classes A1R, A1S (A1) and A2R, A2S, (A2)
Humitec®: An integrated measurement system with an
algorithm for condensation detection
Intelligent evaluation of analyses; disturbance variables
such as cigarette smoke are suppressed
Optical and thermal sensor signal are linked intelligently
via an algorithm and thus guarantee highest operational
reliability
Alarm sensitivity can be automatically adjusted or
freely programmed
Application area:
Industry, warehouses, areas with difficult environmental conditions such as fluctuating temperatures,
moisture, smoking areas etc.
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PL 3300 OTi FUSION
MULTI-SENSOR DETECTOR

The PL 3300 OTi Fusion is an optical-thermal multi-sensor detector for Loop 3000 to detect and
signal fires at an early stage. Like the PL 3300 OTi, it features two optical and two thermal sensors
that are linked together and is certified to EN 54-5, 7 and 29. A bidirectional isolator conforming to
EN 54-17 is built in.

Overview of functions of PL 3300 OTi Fusion:
Fusion® technology: Uses a wideband white-light LED
to quickly detect even the smallest smoke particles,
and hence also fires, at an early stage
Humitec®: An integrated measurement system with an
algorithm for condensation detection
Intelligent evaluation of analyses; disturbance variables
such as cigarette smoke are suppressed
Optical and thermal sensor signal are linked intelligently
via an algorithm and thus guarantee highest operational
reliability
Built-in professional smoke measurement system with
highest reliability plus two thermal measurement
points to EN 54-5 classes A1R, A1S (A1) and A2R, A2S
Alarm sensitivity can be automatically adjusted or
freely programmed
Additional, independent optical measurement paths
capture contamination levels
Allows automatic or manual addressing on Loop 3000
Attended and unattended modes with freely selectable
sensitivities

Application area
Penal institutions, arrest cells, smoking rooms, industrial areas in which fires occur with dark smoke, warehouses, areas
with difficult environmental conditions such as fluctuating temperatures or moisture
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In addition to the Humitec® method of condensation detection, Fusion®
technology is also used in this unit. Its wideband white-light LED quickly
detects even the smallest smoke particles, and hence also fires, at an
early stage. Conventional smoke detectors are unable to detect these
small smoke particles, which reflect light very little, with the same level
of reliability. The PL 3300 OTi Fusion analyses multiple light spectra

and therefore responds faster and more sensitively. Conventional optical
smoke detectors evaluate only infra-red light with a longer wavelength,
while the OTi Fusion also analyses white light with significantly shorter
wavelengths. It can thus detect even the smallest aerosols and responds
significantly faster to chemical substances etc., open fires and fires with a
high heat build-up.
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THE EQUIPMENT
CONUS
Signal transmitter to external acoustic alarm systems conforming to EN 54-3. Soon also
available as an optical/acoustic signal transmitter based on the dual sense alarming principle
set out by EN 54-23.
Overview of functions of CONUS:
60% more alarm devices on one loop with the same
cable length
Double the loop cable length for the same number of
alarm devices
Easy to fit with integrated alarm base
Optimal sound radiation
Integrated control electronics for activation of the C
contact of the Loop 3000 detector
28 different audio signals can be preset via DIP switches, including the DIN signal
IP 54 can be achieved with an additional sealing kit
Signal volume adjustable via integral DIP switches
Attractive, robust wall housing to IP 41
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A direct sound radiation outlet that characterizes the appearance of the device, offers the user significant advantages: Regardless of the use of the sounder, e.g. in combination with a detector or as an autonomous alarm transmitter is the volume and
radiation characteristics of the devices always continous. The newly developed design offers optimal sound radiation, so that
larger object surfaces can be equipped with the same results with less sounders. The design of a site with this equipment is
considerably simplified - thanks to CONUS.
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DETECTOR BASE
A detector base for all detectors of the series CT and loop 3000.
Properties of CT 3000 S alarm base
Universal base suitable for surface or recessed cable feed
points
Extra-long mounting slots allow existing drill holes to be
re-used
Large opening in alarm base allows easy cabling
Integral terminals for remote detector indicator or base
piezo device
Integral terminals to create a T-junction to extend the
Loop
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DESIGN AESTHETICS MEETS
FUNCTIONALITY

Whether for a new 5 star hotel, those prestigious company
headquarters or that trendy gallery – nowadays fire protection needs to blend in with your surroundings; because the
way that function and design work together will ultimately
determine your user acceptability.

The requirements for modern fire protection design are: as much design as necessary,
as much technology as possible. Dectomat’s well-designed detectors can be integrated
with any type of building. They are discreet and ageless as the components generally
last for many years. Users are quickly discouraged by detectors which are only based on
short-lived trends.
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PL 3301 O
OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR

Optical smoke detector in an attractive design for the Loop 3000 system for early fire detection and
signalling. This model uses two optical transmitter diodes conforming to EN 54-7, one for the smoke
measurement path and one for the contamination measurement path. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17 is built in. Fitted with an airy metal grid in a hexagon design, this smoke detector is a handsome lifesaver.

Overview of functions of PL 3301 0:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system
with highest reliability
Detects contamination on a separate, independent
measurement path
Detector sensitivity levels can be set to adjust automatically or freely programmed
System monitoring for the measurement chamber
signal and the Loop 3000 electronics,
hence maximum intelligence in evaluation
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings		
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PL 3305 O
OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR

Optical smoke detector for the Loop 3000 system for early fire detection and signalling. This model
uses two optical transmitter diodes conforming to EN 54-7, one for the smoke measurement path
and one for the contamination measurement path. A bidirectional isolator conforming to EN 54-17
is built in. The highly polished, slightly tinted toughened safety glass is made of a single specially
heat-treated pane. Combined with the appealing grid structure, the result is a sure eye-catcher.

Overview of functions of PL 3305 0:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system
with highest reliability
Detects contamination on a separate, independent
measurement path
Detector sensitivity levels can be set to adjust automatically or freely programmed
System monitoring for the measurement chamber
signal and the Loop 3000 electronics
hence maximum intelligence in evaluation
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings
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PL 3307 O
OPTICAL SMOKE DETECTOR

Attractive optical smoke detector for the Loop 3000 system for early fire detection and signalling.
This model uses two optical transmitter diodes conforming to EN 54-7, one for the smoke measurement path and one for the contamination measurement path. A bidirectional isolator conforming to
EN 54-17 is built in. With its flat, airy design this model fits seamlessly into any setting.

Overview of functions of PL 3307 0:
Built-in professional smoke measurement system
with highest reliability
Detects contamination on a separate, independent
measurement path
Detector sensitivity levels can be set to adjust automatically or freely programmed
System monitoring for the measurement chamber
signal and the Loop 3000 electronics, hence
maximum intelligence in evaluation
Allows automatic or manual addressing to Loop 3000
Application area:
Industrial, commercial, administrative, hotels,
public buildings		
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DETECTOR CHANGE
FOR ENDURING FUNCTIONALITY.

The sensors in our detectors are permanently active and continiously perform measurements
to ensure that fire characteristics are recognized at early stage. As consequence these sensors are subject to a wear out due to this steady availibilty.

Modern technologies combined with regular service and maintenance ensure reliable and permanent measurements. Nevertheless a
rotational change of detectors is necessary to ensure a high availability and security. Operaters of fire detection systems demanded
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according to DIN 14675 have to ensure the maintenance and servicing according to the regulations.
To ensure this liability for premises we recommend to replace the
detetors on a regular basis.
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DISPOSAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Detectors of the HD-Series
In Germany end users can hand over the stand alone
detectors dircetly at a recycle company.
The costs for an appropriate disposal of the included
Lithium batteries in Germany are already covered by
us as manufacturer.

Interval for the exchange of Detectomat detectors
Interval

Detector

Change after
5 years

CT 3000 T

CT 3005 O

CT 3000 O

CT 3007 O

CT 3001 O

CT 3000 OT

PL 3200 O

PL 3308 O

PL 3200 T

PL 3300 T

PL 3300 O

PL 3300 OT

PL 3301 O

PL 3300 OTi

PL 3305 O

PL 3300 OTi Fusion

Change after
8 years

Detectors of the CT- and PL- Series

Applicable standard
DIN 14675 Point c

DIN 14675 Point b

PL 3307 O

Detectors of the CT- and PL-series, which are used in
industrial application should be handed over to a certified disposal company For this diferent disposal code
could be identified wih the disposal company. Detectomat e.g. depollutes the devices under disposal code
„Gebrauchte Geräte AVV 160214“.

Change after
10 years

HDv sensys

HDv 3005 O

HDv 3000 TS

HDv 3007 OS

HDv 3000 OS

HDv 3008 OS

DIN 14676 Paragraph 6.5

HDv 3001 OS

LIABILITY FOR PREMISES – SHORT EXPLENATION
The operator of a building has to ensure that the buidling is executed
in a way that no one can suffer from this. He has the duty to implement safety precautions to avoid injuries of human beings. Required
are precautions that a careful person would regard as necessary to

keep danger away from other persons. If such liabilty of premises
are not considered it could lead to compensation for damages.

With the fire alarm replacement, operators of buildings fulfil their traffic safety obligation. The goal:
more safety and reduced
risk.
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Detectomat GmbH
An der Strusbek 5
22926 Ahrensburg
Germany
+49-4102-21146-0
detectomat.com

Art.: 54528
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